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A distributed switch with more than two FCF(s); How?

 For a distributed switch with two controlling FCF(s) the working group has spent 

considerable amount of time on designing the HA state machine, distributed switch 

ILS sequences and ordering, and distributed switch principles of operation

 As this task is work in progress; it is challenging to add extensions and additions

 However, any additions to the protocol, to accommodate additional FCF(s), should 

minimize change and re use the existing mechanisms to the extent possible

 This minimizes having to reexamine all preceding work not to mention the new 

corner cases

 This contribution is an attempt at using the multi-switch primary election algorithm, 

add an Additional_Switch_State to the HA state machine, while pointing to other 

required revisions of the approved text

 Outcome is:

 Principals of operation of an additional FCF

 A revised HA state machine to accommodate the multiple FCF(s) with redundancy

 Introduce use of two new SW_ILS(s) for multi-switch election

 Pointing out areas of existing text which may require clarification or change
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A distributed switch with more than two FCF(s)

Principals of operation of an additional FCF 

 In a sense an additional FCF is similar to an FDF; except that it:

 Has no F_Ports in the virtual domain hence it generates no VNRN(s); only A and VA_Ports

 Supports E/VE_Ports for ISL(s) (i.e. its principal domain and switch name is part of the fabric)

 Behaves similar to an FcDF in terms of forwarding within a virtual domain i.e. receives a modified 

NPRD* and NPZD from the primary cFCF

 However it calculates its own routing table for accessing other domains using FSPF

 An additional FCF, as well as being a member of the fabric through its principal domain, 

simply forwards distributed switch ILS(s) for the virtual domain as well as data plane traffic 

to/from FDF(s) and is ready to assume a controlling FCF role

 Passed the initial election; once an FCF enters the additional FCF state it is a passive 

observer in the redundancy protocol (in14-045v1); simply generates EDSP(s) in response to a 

BDS

 And is not a controlling secondary FCF until it is promoted to be so; therefore:

 If an additional FCF is isolated form the p/s controlling FCF(s); it will isolate itself from the 

virtual domain

ASL

AISL

aFCF     Additional FCF

Distributed Switch
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Additions to 14-045v1 (SW6 Rev 1.4) to support Additional-FCF-State

At the end of election cycle

 Receive DSMD* from the pFCF describing the p/s cFCF, aFCF set, and FcDF 

set (or in response to a BDS/EDSP)

On entering Additional-FCF-State (State to be added to Redundancy Protocol 

State Machine)

 Receive a trimmed NPRD*

 Forward traffic to/from FcDF(s)

 Forward FDRN(s) to the pFCF e.g. from FcDF(s) or other aFCF(s)

 Send FDRN(s)/FDUN to the pFCF for ASL(s) it establishes with FcDF(s)

 Accept NPZD(s) from the pFCF for new VNRN(s)

 Advertises the virtual domain as directly attached in FSPF LSR(s)

14-185v1.pdf
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Promotion of an Additional FCF to Controlling FCF

 Once the primary FCF fails the sFCF takes over control of the distributed switch becoming the 

new pFCF and e.g. sending a DSMD to the FcDF(s) etc…

Change to state P2

 The new pFCF picks one of the (adjacent) additional aFCF(s) as the secondary FCF (based 

on priority||name)

 Sends an ELP to this aFCF declaring itself as primary; implying that it is the secondary

 Sends a DSMD to the rest of the distributed switch declaring the new sFCF 

 This new sFCF moves to state S1

 If the old pFCF comes back on line or any new switch joins the distributed switch; it sends a 

Build Distributed Switch ILS (BDS)

 This may trigger EDSP(s) identifying the joining switch

 Its response, a DSMD from primary, will indicate that there is a p/s FCF already in place and 

that the new switch is an additional FCF

 For initial distributed switch formation we need to replace the current election process in state 

R2 with the multi switch election using BDS and EDSP SW_ILS(s) if the number of FCF(s) in 

the distributed switch is greater than two

 Similarly if the sFCF fails; the primary will select one of the (adjacent) aFCF(s) as secondary 

and follow similar procedures
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Multi-Switch Election Process & ILS(s)

Item Size (bytes)

DS_ILS code = XX00 00XXh 4

Destination Controlling Switch Switch_Name 8

Originating Controlling Switch Switch_Name 8

Descriptor list length = variable 4

Exchange Distributed Switch Parameters descriptor

Item Size (bytes)

Type = 0015h 4

Length = variable 4

Reserved 2

Controlling Switch priority 2

Primary Controlling Switch Switch_Name 16

Number of Controlling Switch Switch_Names (n) 4

Controlling Switch Switch_Name #1 16

...

Controlling Switch Switch_Name #n 16

Table 17 – EDSP DS_ILS request payload

Table 3 – Exchange Distributed Switch Parameters descriptor format

Item Size (bytes)

DS_ILS code = XX00 00XXh 4

Destination Controlling Switch Switch_Name 8

Originating Controlling Switch Switch_Name 8

Descriptor list length = 0000 0000h 4

Table 15 – BDS DS_ILS request payload

Additional

EDSP(2, 5)
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Additional FCF Failure

 Primary and secondary FCF(s) need to be able to detect Additional FCF 

failures

 The additional FCF is also part of the fabric using:

 Its switch name

 And principal domain_ID

 The FSPF topology map can be used to detect the additional FCF failure 

provided that:

 These parameters are tied to the FCF switch names used in the virtual domain of a 

distributed switch

 This binding, currently seems to be lacking, needs to be established somehow 

somewhere TBD

 Once this binding is available, the p/s FCF can detect additional FCF failures 

and simply revise their active additional FCF tables
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Revised HA State Machine

 R2 election algorithm is replaced with multi switch election algorithm using BDS and EDSP

 R2:S1 transition: Upon receiving an ELP selecting it as secondary 

 R2:A transition: Upon receiving a DSMD declaring it as an additional FCF

 A:S1 transition: Upon receiving a DSMD promoting it to secondary move to S1

 A: R1 transition in case of a partition

 Remove state S3 and simply move to R1 to avoid dual secondary scenario

Additional

REVISED
Multi-Sw
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Thank You


